Motivation: New Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies for genome sequencing produce large amounts of short genomic reads per experiment, which are highly redundant and compressible. However, general-purpose compressors are unable to exploit this redundancy due to the special structure present in the data.
Introduction
The tremendous increase in the amount of genome sequencing data produced in the past few years is expected to persist into the foreseeable future. High throughput sequencing experiments produce huge amounts of data in the form of short reads, which are substrings of the genome sequence. A single experiment on human genome can produce a few billion such reads (of length around 100). This raw sequencing data is usually stored in FASTQ format (Cock et al., 2010) which consists of the reads along with the quality scores which indicate the probability that the corresponding base call is correct. Due to the huge file sizes involved, compression of FASTQ files is crucial for storage and sharing of genomic data. Recently, it has been shown that the quality scores can be compressed lossily without affecting the performance of downstream applications [see Cá novas et al. (2014) and Malysa et al. (2015) ]. In this context, compression of read sequences becomes very important and is the focus of this work.
Since the reads are substrings of the same underlying genomic sequence, there is much redundancy to exploit for compression of the reads in the FASTQ file. However, as the FASTQ file does not contain read alignment information, it becomes challenging to exploit this redundancy. Typically, the order in which the reads occur in a FASTQ file is arbitrary and carries no useful information and hence several compressors reorder the reads to boost compression. Thus, one can broadly classify read compressors into two categories: those which preserve the order of reads and those which do not. Here, we discuss some of the read compressors that are relevant to the current work [see Numanagic et al. (2016) for a detailed review of FASTQ compressors] .
The first category, of order-preserving compressors, includes Leon (Benoit et al., 2015) , Fqzcomp (Bonfield and Mahoney, 2013) , Quip (Jones et al., 2012) , etc. Amongst the order-preserving compressors, Leon (Benoit et al., 2015) achieves the best compression ratios. It first generates a reference from the reads in the form of a V C The Author 2017. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com 558 Bioinformatics, 34(4), 2018, 558-567 doi: 10.1093/bioinformatics/btx639 Advance Access Publication Date: 9 October 2017 Original Paper de Bruijn graph. Once the graph is constructed, the reads are stored in terms of their position in the de Bruijn graph. Fqzcomp (Bonfield and Mahoney, 2013) and Quip (Jones et al., 2012) use statistical modeling of the reads using order-k Markov models. Quip also has another compression mode in which it assembles a reference using a fraction of the reads and then encodes the reads in terms of their position in the reference. The second category, of order non-preserving compressors, includes compressors such as Orcom (Grabowski et al., 2015) , Mince (Patro and Kingsford, 2015) , SCALCE (Hach et al., 2012) , BEETL (Cox et al., 2012) , etc. Most of these algorithms reorder the reads as the first step of compression. Amongst these, Orcom (Grabowski et al., 2015) and Mince (Patro and Kingsford, 2015) have the best performance. Both bin similar reads together using common substrings to detect similarity. After the binning, the reads within each bin are reordered to achieve the best compression. Once the reordering is done, the reads are encoded in terms of their predecessors. Orcom and Mince both achieve compression ratios much better than Leon [as much as 4Â better on some datasets, see Numanagic et al. (2016) ]. Another recent compressor based on reordering reads is DARRC (Holley et al., 2017) . DARRC is tailored for large collections of FASTQ files and uses de Bruijn graph based encoding.
In this work, we propose an algorithm for read compression, HARC (HAsh-based Read Compressor), which improves over the state-of-the-art compressors. HARC does not require a reference genome and can be used in cases involving unsequenced species and metagenomics. Even for species with a reference available, HARC is significantly faster than the alignment step required for referencebased compression. HARC reorders reads approximately according to their genome position and then encodes them to remove the redundancy between consecutive reads. While reordering reads can lead to better compression, the read order in general, and the readpairing information in particular can be useful in downstream analysis. Therefore, HARC allows compression both with and without preserving the read order.
We evaluate HARC on various real and synthetic FASTQ datasets and show that it achieves 1.4Â-2Â compression improvement as compared with current state-of-the-art tools for both orderpreserving and non-preserving read compression. Along with improved compression, HARC is highly competitive in its decompression performance. It requires more memory and time during compression; however, this tradeoff is generally practical since the data need to be compressed only once. Before presenting the algorithm, we analyze the problem theoretically to gain insight into the dynamics of our algorithm and its performance. We also compute fundamental limits of read compression, which are useful as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of our algorithm and any future read compressors.
Theoretical analysis
We begin with a theoretical analysis of the read compression problem using tools from information theory. The aim of the analysis is to understand the best possible compression for the reads (both with and without preserving order) and as a result define benchmarks to gauge the performance of the read compression algorithms. The analysis also provides some intuition into how optimal read compression algorithms can be designed. We later use this intuition to understand the advantages and shortcomings of our compression algorithm.
Entropy of reads
Let n be the length of the genome, m be the number of reads, and readlen be the length of reads. The coverage denotes the average number of times a location from the genome appears in a read. Also, let X denote the genome, Y denote the reads with ordering information (i.e., the ordering in the FASTQ file) and Z denote the unordered set of reads. Let R be the alphabet of the genome (usually fA; T; G; CgÞ. As the entropy of a random variable represents the limit of compression, our aim here is to compute H(Y) and H(Z). A comparison of these quantities would also be useful in understanding how much we gain by not retaining the ordering information of the reads.
Entropy of noiseless reads
For simplicity, in this section, we assume that the reads are noiseless and have constant-length, i.e. there are no errors (substitutions, insertions, etc.) in the reads, and that they are exact substrings of the original genome. We will analyze the impact of noise and other irregularities in the next section.
Using the chain rule for entropy, the entropy of the ordered reads can be represented as HðYÞ ¼ HðXÞ þ HðYjXÞ À HðXjYÞ. Due to the non-negativity of HðXjYÞ, we obtain HðYÞ HðXÞ þ HðYjXÞ. Note that, if the reads are sufficient to reconstruct the genome (which is usually the case since reads are used for genome assembly), HðXjYÞ % 0 and hence HðYÞ % HðXÞ þ HðYjXÞ, where exact equality holds if the reads can perfectly reconstruct the original genome. A similar analysis gives us a bound on the entropy of the unordered reads, HðZÞ HðXÞ þ HðZjXÞ. To find upper bounds on H(Y) and H(Z), we need to bound the terms HðYjXÞ; HðZjXÞ and H(X). A crude bound for H(X) is n log 2 R, which corresponds to the size of the encoding of the genome (FASTA file) using log 2 R bits per base. However, a better bound L FASTA can be obtained by considering the size of the compressed FASTA file, compressed using some state-of-the-art genome compressor. HðYjXÞ corresponds to describing the reads given the base genome, which is the same as representing the read positions in the genome (one of the possible positions in case of readlenlength repeats in the genome), thus HðYjXÞ m log 2 ðnÞ. Note that this bound is approximately tight when the read sampling is uniform and when there are very few readlen-length repeats in the genome. Repeats in the genome effectively reduce n in the equation.
As Z corresponds to unordered reads, HðZjXÞ corresponds to storing the number of reads per position of the genome. This corresponds to the multinomial distribution with parameters (m, n) describing the distribution of m items into n bins where each item is placed independently and uniformly into one of the bins (in our case, the bins correspond to the genome positions, while the items are the reads). The entropy of the multinomial can be upper bounded by log 2 n þ m À 1 m (Grabowski et al., 2015) .
To summarize, we obtain the following upper bound on the entropy of the reads (ordered and unordered, respectively):
Asymptotically, for fixed n (i.e. fixed genome), as the coverage increases, H(Z) increases logarithmically in m, while H(Y) is linear in m. This indicates that not preserving order can save a lot of storage, especially when the coverage is high. To get a perspective of these quantities, consider the human genome with n ¼ 3:1 Â 10 9 and readlen ¼ 100 (typical for Illumina sequencing). For coverage of 50Â, HðYÞ % 6:7 GB and HðZÞ % 1:1 GB. For coverage of 100Â, HðYÞ % 12:8 GB and HðZÞ % 1:4 GB. Let us consider a thought experiment on designing an order nonpreserving read compressor. If there was a way to reorder reads according to their position in the genome, then we could achieve good compression by exploiting the redundancy between neighboring reads. We can represent a read in terms of its previous read by storing the length of the match with the previous read and the new symbols in the read separately. Note that the sequence formed by the new symbols exactly corresponds to the portion of the genome covered by the reads and can be stored using at most L FASTA bits. Storing the match lengths can be done in HðZjXÞ space (we can use an entropy achieving prefix code for the match lengths to achieve this; see Supplementary Material Section 6.1 for more details). Thus, we observe that if the reads are reordered according to their position in the genome sequence, then the upper bound on the entropy as expressed in Equation (2) can be achieved. Another point to note is that, for real datasets with repeats, it is beneficial to keep reads from repeating portions from the genome together. Since resolution of repeats is one of the main challenges in de novo genome assembly [e.g. see Bao et al. (2011) ], this suggests that reordering reads for optimal compression is an easier problem than genome assembly, as the repeats in the genome can in fact improve the compression.
Entropy of noisy reads
The reads produced in the sequencing experiment are generally noisy and can have various types of errors such as substitutions, insertions and deletions. The length of the reads can also be variable. For the dominant short-read technology Illumina, substitution errors are most common and insertions/deletions are negligible (Minoche et al., 2011) . If we denote the noisy ordered reads by W, and noisy unordered reads as V, then using the chain rule for entropy: HðWÞ ¼ HðXÞ þ HðYjXÞ þ HðWjYÞ À HðXjWÞ À HðYjX; WÞ. Due to the non-negativity of HðXjWÞ and HðYjX; WÞ, we obtain the upper bound HðWÞ HðXÞ þ HðYjXÞ þ HðWjYÞ. If the noisy reads allow the reconstruction of the genome (which is generally the case), then HðXjWÞ; HðYjX; WÞ are negligible and thus, HðWÞ % HðXÞ þ HðYjXÞ þ HðWjYÞ. Similar upper bound can be achieved on the entropy of V: HðVÞ HðXÞ þ HðYjXÞ þ HðVjYÞ. If the noise is independent for different reads, then HðWjYÞ becomes mH(N) where H(N) is the entropy of the noise for a single read. Note that this term does not depend on whether the order is preserved or not. This gives us:
In general, the entropy of the noise can be significant and it grows linearly with m regardless of whether read order is preserved or not. Tables 2 and 3 in Section 4 list the entropy upper bounds for some real datasets (with Supplementary Material Section 4.1 detailing the breakdown into various components). For these datasets, the entropy of the genome (L FASTA ) was approximated using MFCompress (Pinho and Pratas, 2014) , a state-of-the-art genome compressor. We computed an upper bound on the entropy of noise using the quality values, which represent the probability of error at each position in the read. We used a position-dependent secondorder Markov model for noise (details in Supplementary Material Section 3). This is able to capture the dependence of noise characteristics on the position in the read as well as correlation of noise within a read. Apart from the noise, another contributor to the entropies HðWÞ; HðVÞ is reverse complementation. The DNA is double stranded and the reads can be from either strand of the genome. The entropy added by this is at most 1 bit/read which is not very significant for typical datasets.
It should also be noted that the real genomes have significant repetitions, with variable coverage over the genome and complex noise characteristics, due to which the computed upper bounds on entropy are no longer tight. Better estimation of the entropy can be performed if the genome and sequencing statistics are known more accurately. However, the easily computable and data-based upper bounds on entropy of reads still serve as a useful benchmark for analyzing the performance of read compressors.
In the following section, we present our algorithm for compression of reads, which has been designed based on the intuition gained from the analysis presented above. Essentially the algorithm tries to reorder the reads approximately according to their position in the original genome. These reordered reads are then efficiently compressed by utilizing their correlation with each other.
Proposed algorithm
This section describes the proposed algorithm, HARC, for compression of reads, which consists of three stages: reordering, encoding and compression.
1. Reordering: In the first stage, the reads are reordered approximately according to their position in the genome. This reordering makes them suitable for compression. In the orderpreserving mode, the original order is stored separately. 2. Encoding: In the second stage, these reordered reads are encoded to remove the redundancy between consecutive reads, and the parameters obtained are stored in different files. 3. Compression: In the final stage, the files obtained above are compressed using Lempel-Ziv (Ziv and Lempel, 1977) and BWT (Burrows and Wheeler, 1994) based universal compressors.
We first describe HARC in the order non-preserving mode and then discuss the modifications made in the order-preserving mode.
Preprocessing and quality value handling
Before the reordering stage, HARC performs preprocessing of the FASTQ file. During preprocessing, the reads containing the character 'N' (usually a small fraction) are stored separately from the rest of the reads and are not considered in the reordering stage. This enables an efficient 2 bits per base representation for reads in the reordering stage. The reads containing 'N' are considered directly in the encoding stage. While HARC is a read compressor, it can potentially be used as part of a complete FASTQ compressor. To this end, we provide an option to retain the quality values in a format compatible with quality-value compressors [e.g. QVZ (Malysa et al., 2015) ]. In the order non-preserving mode, the quality values are also reordered appropriately to match the new order of the reads.
Stage I -reordering
Notation: Let C ¼ ½C½0; . . . ; C½readlen À 1 be a sequence of length readlen. Then, C½i : j denotes the subsequence ½C½i; . . . ; C½j À 1.
Before going into the details of the reordering stage, we discuss the core idea. The reordering stage attempts to reorder the reads approximately according to their position in the genome. Given the current read, we try to find a next read whose prefix approximately matches (in the sense of Hamming distance) the suffix of the current read. To search for such a read, the reads are indexed by certain substrings using a hash table. For example, for reads with length 100, we first form a hash table indexed by the substring formed by bases 18 to 49. Given a current read Curr, we first search for an approximately matching read with index Curr½18 : 50. This would correspond to a read from the same or from a repeating portion of the genome. If no such read is found, we try to search for reads shifted by one position in the genome, i.e. reads with index Curr½19 : 51. We continue in this way up to a maximum shift of maxshift. If no matching read is found, we just pick an arbitrary read. Such a read is said to be unmatched. Figure 1 illustrates the reordering process. Next, we discuss more details and modifications to this core idea.
• Multiple substring indices: To avoid missing potentially matching reads due to noisy bases in the substring used for indexing the read, we use multiple non-overlapping substrings to index each read. While searching for a matching read, we look for all these substrings in the corresponding hash tables. Since the middle part of reads obtained by Illumina sequencing is relatively noiseless (Minoche et al., 2011) , we usually use the substrings in the middle of the read for indexing. This also helps in handling reverse complementation (see point below). Using longer substrings as indices leads to higher probability of reads remaining unmatched. On the other hand, using shorter substrings leads to a higher number of reads with the same substring index, which slows down the reordering process. By default, for reads with length around 100, we use two indices in the middle of the read with the substring length 32. For shorter reads, the substring length is scaled linearly. Since there is no need for further insertions into the hash tables once they are constructed, we use a minimal perfect hash library BBHash (Limasset et al., 2017) to reduce the memory requirements for storing the hash tables. See Supplementary Material Section 5 for further discussion.
• Hamming threshold: The noise in the Illumina sequenced datasets mostly consists of substitution errors (Minoche et al., 2011) . Thus, instead of looking for an exact match between a suffix of the current read and prefix of the next read, we look for reads within a Hamming distance of thresh from the current read. For efficiency, in our implementation the Hamming distance is computed based on the bitwise representation (2 bpb) for genome alphabet {A, C, G, T}, rather than in terms of the symbols themselves. The optimal value of thresh depends on the noise characteristics of the sequencing technology. Based on the experiments conducted, we set thresh to a default value of 4 (bits) in our implementation (see Section 4.2 for more discussion).
• Majority-based clean reference read: Instead of looking for matches to the current read, a better idea is to consider matches with a majority-based clean reference read A file rev stores a flag for each read, denoting whether the match was found for the reference or its reverse complementation. The encoding stage uses the reverse complemented read when rev is true, to achieve better compression. Note that as a read is shifted rightwards for hash table lookup [step 4(a) in the pseudocode below], its reverse complement should be shifted leftward. This is another reason we choose the substrings corresponding to the hash tables to be in the middle of the read, allowing us to shift them in both directions.
• maxshift: The parameter maxshift denotes the maximum shift of the current read while searching for the next read. As the read is shifted, the lookup substring index also needs to be shifted. Since the substrings are in the middle of the read, both of them become invalid for shifts greater than readlen=2. Thus, we choose maxshift to be readlen=2 by default. We discuss the time versus compression tradeoff associated with maxshift in Section 4.2. 
Implementation details
We make some small modifications to the implementation of the algorithm presented above. These changes were made to improve the speed of the algorithm on real datasets.
• Parallelized reordering: The implementation of the reordering stage is parallelized. Multiple threads start with different reads and search for their respective next reads in a shared set of reads. This leads to a significant boost in the speed of reordering with almost no impact on the compression ratio.
• Limiting maximum searches in Hash Table: We observed that the distribution of the number of reads corresponding to different substring indices tends to be very unbalanced due to repeats in the genome and non-uniform coverage of the sequencing process. Due to this, a large proportion of time is spent on reordering a small fraction of reads and the time complexity tends to grow quadratically in the number of reads instead of linearly. To resolve this issue, we limit the number of searches in the hash table at each step (for every substring) to 1000 (chosen based on experiments). This significantly improves the running time and has negligible impact on the compression ratio.
Stage II -encoding
In this stage, we encode the reads in terms of different parameters that are more convenient for further compression. After reordering, for a sequence of matched reads (hereafter called a contig), we build a reference sequence based on majority rule at each position. The reference sequence (not to be confused with Ref from stage I) tries to mimic the original genome. The reference sequence is stored in seq and the position of each read in the reference sequence is stored in pos after delta encoding. The bases in a read which differ from the reference sequence are written to noise and the corresponding positions in the read are written to noisepos. The noise positions in each read are delta encoded to exploit the fact that most of the noise in real data occurs towards the end of the read. At the occurrence of an unmatched read, we start building the reference sequence again. Thus a total of five files are produced-seq, pos, noise, noisepos and rev (note that rev is produced by the reordering stage). See Fig. 2 for an illustration of the encoding stage. The encoding process is parallelized and the reordered reads are split into multiple files before encoding.
Realignment of the singleton reads
We observed that around 3-6% of the reads remain singletons after the reordering stage, where singleton reads correspond to contigs of size one (see Supplementary Material Section 4.2). During encoding, these reads are written to the seq file without any encoding and contribute significantly (20-40%) to the final compressed size. We also observed that increasing the thresh in stage I decreases the number of singleton reads but does not improve the compression (see Section 4.2). Thus, we attempt to improve the encoding of the singleton reads by aligning them to the reference sequence seq obtained in the encoding stage. First, the singleton reads are indexed into a hash table using specific substrings (by default, indices [0: 21] and [21: 42] for length 100 reads). After the reference sequence seq is built from a contig containing at least two reads, we iterate over readlen-sized substrings of seq and try to align singleton reads using the substring indices. As in the reordering stage, a Hamming distance threshold is used for finding matches. However, we use a more relaxed threshold of 24 here since these reads are generally more noisy. The matched Fig. 2 . Example of encoding of reordered reads. A majority-based reference sequence is built from the four reordered reads shown which is stored in seq. The positions of the reads in the reference are stored in pos after delta encoding. The bases in the reads which differ from the reference (highlighted in figure) are encoded in noise and noisepos singletons are encoded exactly like the originally matched reads, using the parameters pos, noise, noisepos and rev. Realignment is also performed for the reads containing the 'N' symbol, which were not considered during the reordering stage.
Stage III -compression
In the final stage, we compress the encoded parameters seq, pos, rev, noise, noisepos and the unaligned singletons using universal compression tools. We use BSC (Grebnov, 2015) (https://github.com/ IlyaGrebnov/libbsc), a high performance BWT-based compressor for all files except noisepos and rev. noisepos and rev are compressed using p7zip (Trojette, 2016) (http://p7zip.sourceforge.net/), the Unix version of 7-Zip (based on LZMA2). BSC is used with a block size of 64 MB, whereas 7-zip is used with default parameters (LZMA2). These parameters were chosen in order to achieve good compression while keeping decompression memory and time small. This completes the description of the compression in the order non-preserving mode. Next, we discuss the modifications required for the order-preserving mode.
Order-preserving mode
In the order-preserving mode, apart from the files described above, the positions of the reordered reads in the original FASTQ file are also stored. This information is encoded in binary and compressed using 7-zip. During decompression, first the reordered reads are decoded from the compressed streams. To restore the original order of the reads, HARC makes multiple passes over the reordered reads. In each pass, HARC loads a subset of the reordered reads into memory, where each subset in fact consists of a consecutive block of reads in the original order. HARC then restores the order of the reads and writes them to the disk. The size of every subset is determined based on the available RAM. The decompression time can be improved by loading a larger subset in each pass.
Results and discussion
The proposed algorithm, HARC, was tested on various real datasets and its performance was compared to various existing algorithms. We tested the performance against the general purpose compressors gzip (Adler, 2016) (http://zlib.net/pigz/) and BSC (Grebnov, 2015) , specialized order-preserving compressor Leon and specialized order non-preserving compressor Orcom. Leon and Orcom were chosen because these achieve the best compression in their respective classes. Even though Orcom and Mince provide comparable compression ratios, we chose Orcom as the reference compressor because it is much more efficient in terms of time and memory usage. While comparing HARC to gzip, BSC and Leon, which preserve the order of reads, we ran it in the order-preserving mode for a fair comparison. HARC is written in C þþ and the current implementation supports fixed-length reads of maximum length 256. More details and possible extensions are discussed in Supplementary Material Section 7.
The tests were run on a machine with a 80-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.20 GHz processor and 541 GB of RAM. Unless otherwise specified, all tools were run with 8 threads and default parameters. Throughout this section, 1 MB and 1 GB stand for 10 6 and 10 9 bytes, respectively.
Datasets
The datasets used for evaluation are listed in Table 1 . These include one bacterial, one fungal, one plant and three human datasets. The datasets were compiled by MPEG HTS compression working group for benchmarking purposes (Numanagic et al., 2016) to cover a wide range of organisms, coverages and read lengths. All of these datasets were obtained using Illumina technology. For some datasets, we used only one out of the two paired-end FASTQ files since the current implementation of HARC only supports fixed-length reads. The H. sapiens 2 FASTQ dataset was obtained by shuffling the reads obtained from the corresponding SAM file. Table 2 shows the results for HARC (order non-preserving mode) and Orcom run with default parameters. The last column lists the entropy upper bound without preserving order [see Equation (4) and the subsequent discussion]. As seen in Table 2 , HARC achieves 1.4Â-1.9Â better compression than Orcom on all the datasets and gets closer to the entropy upper bound. On the large H. sapiens 3 dataset, the compressed size for our algorithm is 2.6 GB smaller than that for Orcom. This improvement is primarily due to better reordering of reads and is discussed in more detail in Section 4.5. To achieve these improvements in the compression ratio, HARC requires more compression time and memory than Orcom. We discuss the time and memory requirements in detail after the results for order-preserving compression. Note that HARC performs slightly better than the entropy upper bound for two datasets. This is due to the fact that the entropy upper bound is not a tight bound, particularly due to the complex noise characteristics. For the other datasets, the gap to the entropy upper bound leaves open the possibility of further improvements in compression. Table 3 shows the results for HARC (order preserving mode) along with the compressed sizes obtained by gzip, BSC and Leon. Only the read sequences in the FASTQ files were compressed. HARC, Leon and gzip were run with default parameters and BSC was run with a block size of 64 MB (same as that used in stage III of HARC). The Notes: _1 and _2 in accession no. denote that only one out of the two paired-end FASTQ files was used (see Supplementary Material Section 1 for links to the datasets used) last column reports the entropy with order and is obtained using Equation (3).
Compression without preserving order

Compression with order preserved
We first note that special purpose compressors are much better (2Â-4Â) at exploiting the redundancy in the reads than gzip and BSC. Among general purpose compressors, BSC outperforms gzip at the expense of slower decompression (see Table 5 ). We also see that HARC achieves 1.4Â-1.6Â better compression than Leon on most datasets and gets closer to the entropy upper bound. On the low coverage T. cacao and H. sapiens 1 datasets, the improvement is around 2Â. Comparing results in Tables 2 and 3 , we observe that reordering reads can provide around 2Â-4Â improvement in compression.
Memory and time usage
Tables 4 and 5 report the time and memory usage for the order nonpreserving and order preserving compressors, respectively. All tools were run with eight threads. The design philosophy for HARC was to optimize for decompression time and memory and it is highly competitive in this regard. HARC requires a small constant amount of memory during decompression. This memory requirement can be further reduced at the cost of a slight increase in decompression time (see Supplementary Material Section 4.4) . In the order-preserving mode, HARC is competitive with Leon in both compression and decompression times, being slightly slower than Leon in compression and slightly faster in decompression. Note that the decompression memory for Orcom can also be reduced by running it with fewer threads (at the cost of increased decompression time).
In order to achieve better reordering and close-to-optimal compression, HARC requires more time and memory than Orcom during compression. We discuss ways to improve the compression time and memory performance for HARC in Section 4.2.
Analysis
In the previous section, we saw that HARC achieves significantly better compression both with and without preserving order. Here, we try to analyze the performance of HARC and the existing compressors, supported by experiments on simulated noiseless datasets. As detailed in Sections 2 and 3, HARC attempts to order reads according to their position in the genome, and this ordering can lead to compression close to the entropy upper bound.
Existing reordering compressors like Orcom and Mince cluster the reads into bins based on some shared substring and then the bins are encoded and compressed independently. Orcom uses the Notes: Memory figures are in GB. HARC was run in the order non-preserving mode. All tools were run with eight threads. minimizer (The minimizer of length l of a read is the lexicographically smallest l-length substring in the read) (Roberts et al., 2004) of the reads for the binning operation. However, partially overlapping reads from nearby positions in the genome can have different minimizers, leading to these reads getting clustered into different bins.
Since the bins are encoded independently, the scheme effectively stores the genome multiple times and hence Orcom incurs an overhead over the entropy for unordered reads (see Supplementary Material Section 6.2 for further details). Leon, an order-preserving compressor, builds a reference from the reads and then encodes the reads in terms of their positions in the reference. If this is done perfectly, the upper bound for entropy for reads with order can be achieved. However, for efficiency, Leon builds the reference in the form of a de Bruijn graph which leads to significant overhead. Note that if the reads are already aligned (e.g. in SAM files), then this method becomes much simpler and indeed, many SAM file compressors use such an encoding [see Numanagic et al. (2016) and Ochoa et al. (2014) ].
To support the preceding arguments, Table 6 shows the results of some experiments on noiseless simulated data. We observe that entropies with and without preserving order are significantly lower than the sizes achieved by Leon and Orcom, respectively. The ratios of sizes obtained by Orcom and Leon to the respective entropy upper bounds improve for higher coverages, though a significant gap still remains. HARC achieves compression much closer to entropy both with and without order for these datasets due to the near-optimal reordering scheme.
Discussion
To provide further insight into HARC, we discuss below various parameters and observations related to the algorithm. More experiments are discussed in the Supplementary Material. Unless otherwise specified, these results pertain to the order non-preserving mode.
• Number of threads: Table 7 shows the compression time on running HARC with different number of threads on H. sapiens 3 dataset. We observe that the compression time improves with diminishing returns as the number of threads increases. The impact on compression memory and compression ratio is less than 1% (see Supplementary Material Section 4.3).
• thresh: Figure 3 shows the total sizes of the sequence files (seq, pos, rev), the noise files (noise and noisepos) and the unaligned singletons for the H. sapiens 1 dataset for four values of Hamming threshold from 2 to 16. The contribution of the noise files is typically small because most of the reads are relatively noiseless. Furthermore, reads with large amounts of noise typically contribute to the unaligned singleton component. As thresh increases, the sequence and unaligned singleton components decrease slightly because of fewer reads remaining unmatched. However, many reads get matched at suboptimal positions leading to an increase in the encoded noise and the overall size. For a range of datasets, the default value of thresh ¼ 4 gives the best compression.
• maxshift: Figure 4 shows the dependence of the compressed size on the maximum shift for H. sapiens 1 dataset. The compression improves monotonically as maxshift increases from 10 to 50 (default) but the improvement is less significant for very high values. For datasets with higher coverage, the performance tends to saturate earlier. Interestingly, increasing maxshift has little to no effect on the running time and thus we set maxshift to its maximum value of readlen=2. • Stage III compressor: Table 8 shows the effect of the stage III compressor on the compression ratio for the H. sapiens 3 dataset. In the first experiment, gzip (with default parameters) is used to compress all files. In the second experiment, 7-zip, with default parameters (LZMA2), is used instead of gzip. In the third experiment, BSC (block size 64 MB) is used for all files. The last row corresponds to the setting used by HARC, where all streams except noisepos and rev are compressed using BSC (block size 64 MB), while 7-zip is used for compressing noisepos and rev. Using 7-zip instead of gzip improves the compression by around 9%. Using BSC gives a further 4% improvement. We observed that noisepos and rev are compressed slightly better by 7-zip (as compared to BSC), although the difference is noticeable only for larger datasets. Even when using gzip for the stage III compression, the compression is 29% better than that for Orcom, showing that the improvement in compression is largely due to the improved reordering scheme.
• Reducing the memory consumption: One simple way to reduce the memory consumption for HARC is to split the FASTQ file into multiple parts and then compress those parts separately. Clearly, this is suboptimal in terms of compression because the redundancy between the parts is not fully exploited. Table 9 shows the result of this experiment on the H: sapiens 3 dataset.
As expected, the memory consumption decreases in proportion to the number of parts and the compression ratio worsens with increasing number of parts. Interestingly, the compression for HARC in the order-preserving mode with four parts is still 1.36Â better than that of Leon running on the whole FASTQ file (Table 3) . However, in the order non-preserving mode, running HARC on four parts leads to worse compression than Orcom ( Table 2 ). As part of future work, we plan to explore ways of merging the compressed parts to maintain good compression ratios while reducing the memory consumption.
Conclusions and future work
We presented HARC, an algorithm for compressing reads with and without preserving order. On real and simulated datasets, it achieves compression ratios which are 1.4Â-2Â better than the existing state-of-the-art algorithms. We also analyzed the fundamental limits of read compression which serve as a benchmark for present and future compressors.
Possible future work includes further improvement in the computational aspects of the algorithm and closing the gap to the limits of compression. Another interesting direction is to understand the interplay between reads and quality values. This can lead to optimal joint compression of reads and quality values as well as to optimal denoising of reads for downstream analysis. It would also be interesting to see if the reordering performed by HARC can be used to reduce the computation required for genome assembly and alignment. Note: The first row contains results of running HARC on the whole dataset. The impact on total compression time is less than 10%. Note: The fourth row corresponds to the default HARC setting where noisepos and rev are compressed using 7-zip and the other files using BSC.
